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Executive Summary
This document sets out the plan and the strategic framework for the demonstrations and evaluations of the
ARIES ecosystem. It is a link between the technological developments and the legal / ethical and societal
framework that the solutions will operate within.
This plan should be seen as a dynamic document, as during the lifetime of the project – a further 18 months
still to run- it is expected that scenarios will be enhanced and new ARIES solutions become available to test.
The main evaluation phase of the project runs between M25 and M30 whi ch should be seen as the key
evaluation of the demonstrators / pilots.
This document sets out the overview of the project and utilises for evaluation checking the Volere Atomic
requirements template as its base line as this links the system functionality requirements defined by endusers with legal / ethical and societal (user) requirements.
The document outcomes define what success will look like; specifies gaps, weaknesses and any failures and
how these would be addressed during the first iteration of the test. The feedback from the first iteration will
inform the second iteration. Again, failings will be identified with proposed remedial actions.
The evaluation of the ARIES app includes an ethical assessment to identify any gaps in compliance with
ethical norms; to note technical issues that may enhance or reduce usability for citizens (especially the
infirm, who are often excluded from innovative technical applications); and to indicate which ethical
principles are potentially problematic. Steps to overcome them will be suggested as part of the evaluation
success criteria.
The evaluation will:
1. State what success will look like
2. Identify and state what steps would be taken if there are gaps, weak points, failures
3. State which ethical issues arise. Say how they are addressed (if appropriate). If they are not, say why
not. E.g. age restrictions may be a legal requirement and/or both ethical and legal.
4. Suggest remedial points for any weak points that arise during the first iteration of ARIES, in
preparation for the second iteration.
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1

Introduction

The ARIES project will enable secure, trustable, reliable, ethical and privacy preserving identity management
and derivation techniques to allow a secure user interaction with services and to prevent and reduce the risk
of identity theft and fraud crimes. ARIES will provide means for stronger and more trusted authentication, in
an ethical user-friendly and efficient manner and with full respect to data subject’s rights for personal data
protection. It will also provide means to present a proof of identity without need to disclose more personal
data than actually needed in a given interaction (data minimization and proportionality).
In order to achieve this main objective, ARIES has five main goals:
1. Set up a reliable identity ecosystem comprising new technologies, processes and security features
that ensure highest levels of quality in secure credentials for highly secure, ethical and privacy
respecting physical and virtual identity management processes with the specific aim to tangibly
achieve a reduction in levels of identity fraud, theft, wrong identity and associated crimes and to
create a decisive competitive advantage for Europe at a global level. The set of solution s will be
designed to achieve required levels of multi-party trust with efficiency, ease of adoption and
convenience for all end-users (citizens, law enforcement, businesses), consolidating Europe as world
leader in enhanced identity based services as a basis to boost the competitiveness of its economy.
2. Improve ecosystem by strengthening the link between physical documents linked to the biometric
identity and the digital (online and also mobile) identity that can be derived from it, with the direct
involvement of key security stakeholders throughout Europe (including public law enforcement
agencies, European security industry leaders and end users). The objective is the widespread and
user-friendly use and adoption of high assurance elements, including biometric verification and non
tamper certified checks with breeder document sources, and mechanisms to map physical identity to
virtual identity that can be derived from such elements in order to foster better user privacy support
while at the same time complying with law enforcement highest standards levels.
3. Validate ARIES' results in terms of applicability of the resulting ecosystem and enabling tools and
technologies and effectively demonstrate the progress beyond the state of the art of ARIES
achievements in two realistic scenarios having potentially high impact on society and the economy.
While focusing on different aspects of identity and access management, both scenarios are needed
to illustrate how ARIES will minimize the opportunities for committing identity fraud and related
crimes:
a. The secure eCommerce scenario will focus on demonstrating how virtual identities with different
levels of assurance can be used to access different online services. It will show how this level of
assurance may determine the operations that people are allowed to perform. It will demonstrate
the control citizens have in practice over their virtual identities, allowing them to enroll with the
ARIES ecosystem and build separate identities, for different purposes, effectively minimizing the
disclosure of data and maximizing their privacy. This is informed by and designed to ensure
implementation of ethical principles to help build trust.
b. The identity virtualization scenario (Airport) will focus on the process of issuing and linking virtual
identities with their physical (human) counterparts clearly establishing their level of assurance
and how further convenient and privacy preserving "pseudo -identities" can be derived.
4. Specify the context within which the identity fraud issues ARIES seeks to address are tested. These
involve key legal, ethical, socio-economic, technological and organisational aspects of identity related
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crimes in both virtual (i.e. misuse of information, cyber mobbing) and physical places (i.e. people
trafficking, organized crime), collecting stakeholder perspectives on them, leading to a
comprehensive picture of the emerging patterns throughout Europe in identity fraud while
highlighting associated social networks.
5. Assess what success would look like from the technical perspective; and evaluating the contri bution
potentially in creating tangible societal impact and benefits relevant to boosting awareness of ID related crimes and how they can be prevented by citizens & businesses for enhanced public security,
building reliable digital privacy protection and enhancing sustainable trust.
Deliverable 4.2 aims to develop a strategic framework and plan for evaluating the ARIES prototype
demonstrations.
As ARIES is a Research and innovation action and as such the actions with Research and Development
activities as the core of the project. This research includes technology development and/or explore the
feasibility of a new or improved technology, product, process, service or solution - ARIES includes basic and
applied research, technology development and integration, testing and validation on a small-scale prototype
in a laboratory or simulated environment. IT also contains closely connected but limited demonstration or
pilot activities aiming to show technical feasibility in a near to operational environmen t. It is within this
defined context that the demonstration and evaluation plan is devised.
The Demonstration and Evaluation Plan will describe the exercises and demonstrations to be undertaken and
will formalise the success criteria that will be used to evaluate the effectiveness and usability of the ARIES
tools. This will include baseline measures for impact assessment by allowing the comparison of criteria pre implementation versus post-implementation. All partners are involved in the development of this deliverable
as it brings together technical / legal / ethical and user perspectives.

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document sets out the strategic framework for the subsequent project evaluations undertaken during
the pilot stages. Its purpose is to help define success criteria from different perspectives – technical / legal/
ethical and societal. This will allow “use ability” (usability) and ethical and legal issues to be assessed in
parallel with technical evaluations to ensure that the ARIES solutions, or component parts thereof, are
evaluated in a consistent manner.

1.2 Linkages to other project activities
The system requirements gathering processes undertaken in WP2, used the Volere 1 Requirements
specification Framework as its standard tool for gathering requirements. This tool / framework aligns
technical functional requirements and non-technical / non-functional system requirements to ensure a
holistic and comprehensive approach is undertaken. This approach has been ap plied to the evaluation
framework to ensure operational and non-operational aspect of ARIES are evaluated. The task also has
strong links and synergies with all other tasks within WP4, WP2 and WP3. The primary WP4 linkages are
shown below on a task by task basis:

1

http://www.volere.co.uk/index.htm Volere Requirements Framework
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Task 4.1 objective – Demonstration set up
This task aims to provide the concrete instantiation of the ARIES platform provided by task 3.4 in order to
support the requirements and functional needs of the prototype demonstrator of task 4.3 and tas k 4.4. The
integration activities will build in the operational requirements and will set out the exercise planned in the
prototype demonstrations.
This task will build in the operational requirement and, whilst the final deliverable is not due until later in the
project, will ensure that the interim version is aligned with the delivery of this framework of evaluation to
ensure a cohesive, coherent and coordinated approach is adopted.

Task 4.3 objective - Secure e-commerce prototype demonstration
The first demonstrator is aimed at showing effectiveness of the ARIES deliverable D3.1 in preventing identity
theft and related crimes (and consequently the reduction of their effects including economic damage) in the
context of online authentication to i.e. e-commerce sites. Mobility and Internet usage are exponentially
growing among different groups of people, age groups, backgrounds and level of “technology-savviness”.
Providing a friendlier authentication service, such as ARIES, which uses also more traditional – meaning
physical – ways of enrolling or registering a human identity might encourage people to engage in ecommerce and enjoy the benefits of a trustable eID (convenience, surpass mobility issues, time-saving and
autonomy, for example, are among the improvements one can have one using e -commerce).
This task will describe in detail the e-commerce process and activity timeline. It will identify each stage where
the ARIES solution or component part of the solution can have a positive impact to help reduce identify
fraud. This process is then aligned to the ARIES technical solution development to show where and how each
component part can / will impact on the process and “target harden” against ID Fraud / theft.

Task 4.4 – Objective eAirport Identity virtualization prototype demonstrator
The second demonstrator aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of ARIES in issuing virtual credentials with a
high level of assurance to be used to control access in physical environments where there is a high demand
for security, such as airports.
The second pilot will demonstrate how the ARIES solution components interact in a realistic, end-user
defined setting, focusing upon the PREVENTION of the ID theft rather than REMEDIATION. However, the
evaluation steps will identify any gaps, weaknesses and points that need improving for the second iteration
of the ARIES solution.
This demonstrator will:
1. show how ARIES technologies can be used to prevent and reduce the ri sk of identity fraudsters taking
advantage of facility identity issuance procedures;
2. assess the level of assurance that can be obtained with face -to-face and self-issued virtual identities;
3 test the identity vault which contains the relevant identity information previously generated by ARIES to be
able to check the physical and virtual identities of the citizen especially in cases where an identity -related
crime is reported or when the risk of it happening arises and;
4. showcase the level of security and privacy that can be attained by using ARIES derived identities for
physical access control.
Essential to the second demonstrator is the victim-focused and end-user approach of ARIES which shall be
demonstrated by the use of a “typical” ID theft/loss of legacy document scenario. The scenario will clearly
show how the ARIES eID solution will help prevent ID theft and associated crimes, serving to safeguard
citizens and build sustainable trust in a virtual eID that will ensure that if citizen loses his legacy ID
Page 9
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document(s) (through theft or loss) he can nevertheless regain his virtual eID based on his authentic identity.
The virtual eID is not useful to an impersonator and should therefore help to re duce crimes that a thief might
seek to commit using it.

Task 4.5 – Evaluation and Validation
Between M25 and M30, all partners will be involved in testing the evaluation plan and framework. The ARIES
team are aware that both may evolve during this period or preceding this phase and are aware of the need
to align the evaluation plan and framework to the dynamic nature of the scenarios in order to help ensure
that they are realistic and meaningful to end-users.
The ARIES tools will be evaluated against the functional and non-functional requirements set out in WP2
following the D4.2 plan. It will take the two development iterations into account to ensure the lessons learnt
from the demonstrators are captured. This task will also seek to offer policy and process recommendations
for end-users.
The document has its foundations in the work undertaken in WP2 which gathers the functional and nonfunctional requirements of the ARIES systems using the Volere Atomic template as its guide. The Volere
system has allowed functional and non-functional requirements to be gathered and listed. Some of these
functions are scenario specific; some are generic – such as the legal/ethical ones - and cut across all
scenarios.

1.3 Structure of the Document
The document describes the context of the ARIES evaluation plan in terms of the definition of what is
expected in the H2020 Research and Innovation Actions for demonstrations and pilots and also defines how
it is linked with other deliverables. Care has been made not to duplicate what is contained within other
deliverables and therefore this should be seen as a companion document to them. More details definitions
and descriptions of the testing phase will be contained in other deliverables.
In summary
Section 2 provides the context of the ARIES activities and the strategic outline of the chosen demonstration /
pilots that will be used to evaluate the ARIES solution. These will include an eCommerce scenario and a
scenario based within the setting of an airport
Section 3 centres of the evaluation methodologies chosen and the KPIs selected initially to test the activity.
These KPIs will be test both functional and non-functional requirements. This way seems the evaluation asses
both technical developments and their legal / ethical compliance
Section 4 defines and ensures the ethical framework is fully defined and ensures ethical compliance during
the evaluation phases.
Section 5 briefly summarises the document.

1.4 Glossary of Terms
Biometric enrolment

Enrolment by using user’s biometrics such as face picture.

Breeder Document

Documents that an individual needs to present to obtain
other documents or credentials (either physical or digital). In
ARIES, ePassports and eDNI are examples of breeder
documents.
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Certification Authority

Certification Authority. “It is the root trusted entity in which
the PKI relies on; trust in the user key relies on the trust in
the validity of the CA's key.”

Credential

Credentials in cryptography establish the identity of a party
to communication. Usually they take the form of machinereadable cryptographic keys and/or passwords.

DNIe

Electronic Spanish National Identity Document. Official eID
used in Spain.

e-Commerce

It is a transaction of buying or selling online.

eIDAS

REGULATION (EU) No 910/2014 OF THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 23 July 2014 on
electronic identification and trust services for electronic
transactions in the internal market and repealing Directive
1999/93/EC

Enrolment

Process that enables users to obtain a new ARIES virtual ID in
the ARIES ecosystem

ePassport

Combined paper and electronic passport issued by the
government that contains identity information, including
biometric information.

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

Identity Provider

Identity Provider. It is an organisation that offers
authentication services to other parties.

LEA

Law Enforcement Agencies. In ARIES they acts as inspector
that could access to the user’s transactions in the Secure
Vault, in case of identity-related crimes.

Personal Identification Number

Personal Identification Number, which is often used in
connection to electronic identity cards, credit cards or similar

SAC

Supplementary Access Control
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Secure Vault

Secured storage with API that provides reading and writing
functions and confidentiality, integrity, access control
protection and audit trails.

Secure Wallet

Secure are where citizens can store biometric and personal
details which is only accessible by duly authorized personnel
such as LEAs utilizing legal defined procedures and
authorisations

vID

Virtual Identity. It is a digital representation of the identity of
an entity (usually an individual). It is associated to a
cryptographic credential.

Virtual identity verification

Process that allows authenticating a prior enrolled user by
employing his issued virtual identity, whence requested by a
SP.

1.5 Acronyms Used
BCR
CA
CAN

Byte count register
Certification Authority
Card Access Number

eGate
FCT

Electronic gate (at Border)
Fight against Crime and Terrorism

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Authority

Idp

Identity provider Page

IoE

Internet of Everything

M2H

Machine to Human

PIN

Personal Identification Number
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2

Context and demonstration scenarios

The ARIES project takes place in the context of the ever-expanding use of biometric tokens to authenticate a
person’s claim to be who they say they are.
An eID that is inter-operable, reliable and trustable in cross-sector and cross-border use poses many
technical issues. It also must take into consideration the different legacy challenges from the perspective of
the impact on it of socio-legal-and ethical traditions. A particular problem arises from the differences which
cannot be eliminated simply by uniform EU level legislation (such as the GDPR or e-privacy directive) or BCRs
and mutual recognition. Data protection affects all EU policy areas and is key to legitimising and increasing
trust in EU policies.
The European Data Protection Supervisor has clearly stated that organisations are required to take into
account the protection of the rights of individuals, both before and during their processing activit ies, by
implementing the appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure that they fulfil their data
protection obligations. He insists that: technical choices that appear to drive political decisions can never be
accepted (EDPS 6 April 2017); the ‘main obstacles to a sustainable interoperability arise from the current
legal basis of the information systems rather than merely from data protection principles; policy objectives
must be specified before the core needs are analysed at all levels to determine the most appropriate
technical solutions; and ‘knowing that information exists without knowing what to do with it is useless in the
decision-making process and contrary to the principle of data quality’.
Reflecting on the concept of interoperability in the field of migration, asylum and security, and the
Commission’s communication of 6 April 2016 on Stronger and Smarter Information Systems for Border
security, the EDPS made clear that purpose specification and limitation to ensure dignity are critical. He
underlines the need for specifying the ultimate purpose(s) and core needs justifying the use of identity data;
and analysing the various options to achieve stated purposes taking into account their impact on
fundamental rights as an important pre-requisite to allow a full assessment of the necessity and
proportionality of the solution proposed.’
A moving privacy target to note is the changing rules regarding the EU-US Privacy Shield agreement and
mounting fears in the EU, especially, that its effect is being diluted, partly owing to the absence of a US
Privacy Shield chief. Self-certification is a preferred method for companies in the US to suggest they may be
trusted owing to their commitment to privacy: Google and Dropbox, for example, signed up in September
2016, within the two-month window of it becoming operational, thereby avoiding the need first to update
arrangements for sharing data with others. The EU’s Art.29 Working Party 2 decided against challenging the
legitimacy of data transfer arrangements during the first year of its operation although it, and the Hamburg
data protection authority, heavily criticised the Privacy Shield. EU Commissioner Ansip stated on 26 June
2017 that the EU would update its cybersecurity policy overview by autumn 2017. EU certification and
labelling were seen as necessary to boost trust and confidence, themselves prerequisites of ensuring the
interoperability of cybersecurity products and services. It was noted that key to maintaining trust in a secure
digital ID for eCommerce was strong encryption, effective cyber defence, and no backdoors.
The EU’s member states differ in cybersecurity readiness and in their vulnerabilities, making all as vulnerable
as the weakest link in some scenarios. Consequently, from the pragmatic perspective of developing an eID

22

http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/just/item-detail.cfm?item_id=50083
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that works in conformity with current legislative frameworks, is efficient, user-friendly, scalable and helps to
increase citizen trust in, and hence take-up of, eIDs.
Its ultimate aim is not to trade off security against privacy and vice-versa but to enhance them both
simultaneously while being informed by and respecting ethical principles. This is underpinned by the need
to synergistically evolve an eID that establishes good practice and identifies pinch points where more effort is
needed to advance a multi-purpose, cross-sector, cross-border and interoperable eID.
Biometric eIDs originated in border management scenarios. They are now being e xtolled for domestic
purposes (eHealth, epayments, and eleisure). The immediate context and demonstration scenarios are
driven by the concerns for the evolution and realisation of the potential of the Digital Single Market. This is
set within the wider strategic EU plan to realise a ‘Security Union’. Whereas, in the past the two areas have
been somewhat artificially compartmentalised in EU policymaking, their inter-linkage is now made explicit by
the EU.
A security union therefore has meaning in terms of combating fraud and ID theft for domestic, personal
purposes in the daily environment of the citizen. It has a more generic meaning in terms of security for the
purpose of maintaining the integrity of territory against external threats. Now this is tied to new
developments in border management, action to combat international crime and terrorism, critical
infrastructure protection, crises, general eID roll-out, and entry and exit monitoring for people and goods
crossing physical, air and sea borders.
The wider adoption of biometric eIDs raises challenges and opportunities for stakeholders and citizens. Much
of the claims making for the reliability and dependability of such eIDs has given way to more moderate
claims. Biometrics are not fool proof, they are but one item in the security toolbox.
In the past, important reservations around the adoption of biometrics to generate greater security (and to
engineer greater citizen trust in a service provider using them) focused on an assumed tension between
trading off privacy in exchange for more security. This has been referred to as the development of Big
Brother societies. The notion of Big Brother engendered citizen suspicion, scepticism and possibly reluctance
to use biometric eIDs. ARIES seeks to address this through the creation of an eID ecosystem designed to
foster citizen trust in its ethical respecting, privacy and security preserving credentials. ARIES seeks to create
virtual eIDs that the citizen can control, choose to reveal in part or in full to a service provider, when seeking
access to a particular service (such as travel, ecommerce, ehealth, etc).
The ARIES biometric virtual eID is to be derived by the citizen from a bigger pool of related information that
is not necessarily held in one place (or database) but is distributed across several. How this occurs and what
innovation and added value it may add is to be shown in the ARIES demonstration scenarios.
The demonstration scenarios have been chosen to illustrate critical aspects of virtual id entity creation and
management for the citizen as user. These are an eCommerce and eAirport scenario which will illustrate
particular issues likely to be encountered in other settings.
No single eCommerce transaction chain can represent the diversity of issues and potential applications in
real-time real-world settings. ARIES therefore begins with a microcosm to show the starting point and
illustrate how trust is central to ensuring eID take-up.
Similarly, no eAirport setting is identical to another. Challenges may be similar or the same but, owing to
location, may require moderated solutions.
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It is also worth remembering that the projects is tackling ID theft and related matters and not the wide r
border security migration / counter terrorism issues that are linked to ID theft but go beyond the accepted
definition of Identity theft.
Perhaps the main point to help contextualise this work is to reinforce that the scenarios have been devised
and shaped by the end-users within the consortium and their wider network. They are based on realistic
challenges they face and are seen as meeting their operational needs and policing requirements.

2.1 eCommerce pilot / demonstrator
Whatever the legal obstacles and differences, the issue of establishing and sustaining user-trust is seen as
central to gaining citizen take-up of eIDs. The 2017 CIGI-IPSOS 3report on online shopping amply illustrates
how the likelihood of people shopping online or making mobile payments ARIES by country significantly. In
the EU, trust in making e-payments in Poland (65%) or Sweden (64%) was over twice as high as in Germany
(27%).
The eCommerce scenario / demonstrator will be run by Sonae, a project partner with expertise and
experience in eCommerce. It will use customer and company experience to devise a scenario that is realistic,
relevant and testing for the ARIES technologies.
At the highest level is will have several key steps including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

User and Ecommerce vID enrolment
Negotiation of attributes to be presented
Mutual vID verification
Biometric authentication
Specific attributes tested when control is required for sales of (age) restricted goods
Delivery check

These can be best illustrated by the figure below which visually represents the eCommerce process to be
tested.

Figure 1 - eCommerce demonstrator

3

https://www.cigionline.org/internet-survey
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The eCommerce pilot proceeds from the simplest of transaction chains: In this the client buys groceries from
a supplier that he chooses to use on a regular basis. The client is known to the supplier. There is mutual
trust: the client trusts the supplier to deliver his order and place it in his home, even if the home is
unattended. The supplier trusts the client to pay him. This scenario might be termed a trusted village
transaction chain.
Trust is at the core of the chain and relies on human-to-human trust. Technical online transactions
supplement this and make the process more convenient to the client and more efficient for both .
It is accepted that this mutual human trust may not exist in many eCommerce scenarios. In these cases, trust
has to rely more on the “trustability” of the technical solution than on human-to-human trust in the first
instance. It may have M2H elements as well.
The demonstration phase is broadly split into two parts:



Phase 1 to test the individual components of the technology solutions so it is possible to get a better
baseline of the current state of the art; and
Phase 2 run towards the end of the project when the formal evaluation takes place and the new
ARIES solutions can be fully evaluated and beyond current state of the art developmen ts measured.

The start of this overall evaluation phase will take place in Porto in September 2017. At thi s meeting, a
workshop will be held to both gather “user” feedback on the ARIES technologies and showcase the first stage
“mockup” of the emerging ARIES solutions.

2.2

eAirport pilot / demonstrator

For the airport scenario, there will be two pilot / demonstration sites, one at Leeds Bradford Airport UK
which will demonstrate, with the collaboration of personnel from the airport, the usage of ARIES
technologies for the use cases of online enrolment, online check-in and using the different partial identities
for security control, police checks, airline checks at the boarding gate and the duty-free shop.

In the context of the airport pilot testing, a second validation is planned at Brussels Airport, Belgium,
which will be undertaken to confirm and reinforce the approach taking into consideration different national
requirements or particularities.
Due to security issues and restrictions, it must be noted that the ARIES solution will not be integrated with
the airport system and will primarily only use project and airport staff to test the system.
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The tests to be undertaken are shown in the schematic below:

Figure 2- eAirport demonstrator

The eAirport provides a scenario where an ideal eID might be usable for every transaction that a traveller
may wish to undertake both with a public agency (e.g. passport control) and with private agencies (e.g.
Airline, airport shops).
ARIES begins with the premise of no human-to-human trust in this setting. Trust has to be established. At
the simplest level, this is done through human-to-human interaction at the point the traveller presents a
paper or plastic travel card to confirm his identity. This may be done with a human controller or with a
machine (as in eGates).
There is greater reliance on the technical solutions the more the airport is ‘smart’ or ‘intelligent’ and the less
it relies on human intervention.
The ARIES airport scenario pilots an individual solution by exploring the transaction chain that is initiated
when a passenger has been allowed to enter the airside part of the airport (e.g. after disembarking from a
flight) but then ‘loses’ or is unable to produce their passport before getting to the eGate or human border
control point. Similarly, what happens when someone intending to travel has got through the initial eGate or
border control point and then loses his travel document before boarding a plane / is unable to produce at
boarding gate. This differentiation between a genuine passenger who has lost their identity documents and
needs to travel and recover their ID to the satisfaction of authorities from an individu al who wishes to
commit ID Fraud type offences is a key part of the evaluation process.
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3

Evaluation Methodologies

ARIES proceeds by utilising a clustering assessment framework. The first assessment is from a technical
feasibility perspective. Secondly, individual solutions are assessed separately and finally the cluster of
available solutions are examined to:
(i)
identify gaps
(ii)
determine how specific elements might be clustered and
(iii)
determine how elements might be leveraged ideally to create an improved solution.
Technically and commercially sensitive processes are not made public in this document. The individual
solutions are instead subjected to internal pilot trials in in-house lab settings. Having isolated gaps, the
findings are shared in ARIES to enable steps (ii) and (iii) to proceed.
During the evaluation process, the technical feasibility of the clustered ARIES solution will be assessed
against the EU’s socio-ethical and legal requirements with attention being paid to issues of trust, fairness,
autonomy, dignity and accessibility.
ARIES is aware that just because a solution is technically feasible, does not mean that it is justifiable , legal,
ethical or acceptable potentially to society. Other ARIES Deliverables have outlined the relevant legal and
socio-ethical framework. In addition, the final phase of the evaluation is informed by the OECD’s guidelines
on trust and public policy (OECD,2017).
The OECD stresses the importance of competence and values to establishing and sustaining public trust:
reliable, responsive, efficient, transparent and fair practices are essential.
Particular value attaches to demonstrating high integrity, meaning the fair, open and legal management of
potential conflicts of interest. These are important because the issue of an eID, purely from the perspective
of citizens, highlights potential conflicts of interest between privacy and security drivers which legislators try
to regulate, usually by delineating security exceptions. However, the DSEM and IoE pose linkability
opportunities which do not neatly fit these. Consequently, a technical solution would be valuable if it
minimises unconsented to, or fraudulent, intrusion into the integrity of a person’s individual identity token’s
information.
The research pilots will consistently comply with all relevant national and international ethical principles.
These include respect for the autonomy and dignity of persons who volunteer to take part in the pilot stages.
Appropriate procedures will be set up to ensure that participants’ rights to privacy, self-determination, and
personal liberty are not compromised. These include signing of the consent form as outlined in Annex A.
All pilots will be underpinned by the ethos of scientific validity in terms of clarity of purpose. The underlying
principles behind the pilots have been subject to comprehensive evaluation and amendments made in light
of identified actions.
There will be an adherence to the doctrine of social responsibility and it is clear that all outcomes are to be
used for beneficial purposes: such purposes can be broadly defined as those that not only support and reflect
respect for the dignity and integrity of persons (both individually and collectively) but also contribute to the
‘common good’.
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The ethos of maximising benefit and preventing harm will be central to all the pilot activity involving public
participation.
There will be assurance that every person from whom data is gathered for the purposes of research consents
freely to the process on the basis of adequate information. All participants will complete a consent form- see
Appendix A as an example
The ethos of risk awareness in terms of potential harm to research participants will also be monitored: even
though the pilots carry no physical risk, it is the duty of the researchers to assess all possible risks and
develop protocols for risk management.
The participant group consists of adult volunteers who are not from vulnerable groups. They will be fully
informed; the research process will respect their dignity and autonomy, and will be conducted openly to
show that the research does not contain any deception so all are fully informed about all aspects of the
research process, including what happens in, and after, the research to his/her personal data.
To comply with ethical research requirements, such data will be anonymized and destroyed at the end of the
research.

3.1 General Evaluation Methodology
This section describes the general evaluation process to be followed within the ARIES project to validate the
feasibility and performance of the ARIES ecosystem. This evaluation methodology will be followed during
the project to validate the first demonstrator and the two ARIES Pilots (e-commerce and Airport scenario),
checking that the defined requirements are met and the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) show a proper
performance of the system.
In addition, this deliverable D4.2 also describes the particular evaluation process for the first ARIES
demonstrator following the methodology described in this section. The evaluation process of the Pilots will
be also based on this evaluation methodology, but the specific details for the evaluation of the Pilots will be
provided in the corresponding deliverables, D.4.3 “Secure eCommerce Prototype demonstrator” and D4.4
“Identity Virtualization prototype demonstrator”, which are due in M28.
The main objective of these evaluation processes is to gather from a set of final users, the results of the
evaluation of the tools and enablers through testing the ARIES services. On the other hand, besides the
technical part, the process will also evaluate the incentives that will encourage greater user’s involvement. In
addition, these evaluations will detect bugs and malfunctions as well as collect suggestions that improve the
user’s experience.
The methodology in based on four main activities.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Demonstrator Description
Selection of User Groups
Selection of the KPIs for the evaluation
Describe the evaluation planning
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Firstly, the evaluation process is described, including the main technologies and processes tested. Then,
different target groups are specified, such as: end users and Service developers. The specification as well
covers the ways of interaction with these groups, and their expectations for the purpose of evaluation. The
components and tools to be developed during the project life will be evaluated through different phases and
within each step a target group (or several) will be approached.
The evaluation of the first and second phase demonstrators / pilots will follow the same methodology.
These four main activities are described in the following subsections.
3.1.1.1 Demonstrator/Pilot Description
A complete description of each demonstrator/Pilot, including the envisaged applied tools and enablers will
be provided. The descriptions will present a main scenario that tells the general environment where the
demonstrator is to be performed, including a set of related use cases that focus on testing different features
of the general demonstrator.
A shorter and final user oriented description of the demonstrator will be distributed among the users in
charge of evaluating the demonstrator, including:
 Short and non-technical description of the overall demonstrator, presenting the different tests to be
performed and the main objectives of the evaluation.
 A simple guide or tutorial, oriented to the user, explaining the management of the tools and
enablers.
 Instructions how to perform the tests and provide the feedback.
3.1.1.2 Selection of User Groups
Parallel to the demonstrator/Pilot description, the different target groups will be specified. In addition,
different ways of interaction with these groups and their expectations are also specified as support in terms
of evaluation.
Different groups will be targeted from local events and workshops. The first phase of the pilots /
demonstrators will use individuals from within the consortium or selected people to test the ARIES activities
following for a greater involvement of end-users and service developers in the second iteration of tests.
Through these events and activities, the ARIES project interacts with all participants and gathers feedback
regarding the potential usage of the project outputs as well as new requirements, potential additional
functionalities, features and a rich estimation at different evaluation phases. Presently, the following target
groups are being considered:




End users: citizens not directly involved in technology, i.e. people who have electronic devices such
as smart phones, tablets, computers, etc. but are not technical experts. These people will be
approached through Meetups and other workshops.
Service developers: this group involved in the creation of high value services and applications for the
society will provide more specific and technical feedback which will help in creation of new
requirements, features, as well as capture technical bugs or malfunctions.

The enablers and tools to be developed during the project life will be e valuated in different phases and
within each step a target group (or several) will be approached. Firstly, the first version of the component
will be evaluated internally within the project partners. This phase has the purpose of fixing first bugs and
malfunctions. A following version of the enabler will be evaluated by end users and developers selected from
workshops, and amateur people in the project. In order to obtain a complete evaluation, that aims to have a
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final and stable version of the tool, a questionnaire will be distributed to the different target groups at the
end of the experiment. Also, an email will be provided to report bugs, malfunctions, suggestions, etc.

3.1.1.3 Selection of KPIs for the demonstrator/Pilot
For Each demonstrator/Pilot a set of particular KPIs, among the ones defined in this deliverable, will be
applied for its evaluation.
3.1.1.4 Demonstrator/Pilot Evaluation Planning
This part of the demonstration presents an initial overall view of the whole testing process, showing the
timings of different stages, what and when components and prototypes are deployed, the users involved, the
evaluation times and the feedback based on the tested elements. Although each demonstrator/Pilot is
specific with respect to used enablers, there are some common stages of their development such as:
1. Prototype (enablers & tools) development: details which ARIES enablers and/or modules will be
prototyped and tested in the demonstrator/Pilot. It provides also the time needed to develop these
initial prototypes and the functionalities offered.
2. Lab Testing: during this stage, the prototypes (beta versions) will be subjected to several lab tests,
before the first alpha version can be deployed for a real scenario testing.
3. Users Enrolment & Deployment: once the prototypes are ready, they will be deployed and linked
with other enablers and/or functional modules needed to build the test environment. In parallel,
users and developers will be selected, engaged and introduced to the enablers, functionalities and
objectives.
4. Demonstrator Evaluation & Feedback Collection: after the demonstrator environment is available
with the selected and trained users, the evaluation process can be performed, and valuable feedback
from the users and developers can be collected for later use in the last stage.
5. Corrective & Improvements Actions: the users will report their user experience, as well as problems
and bugs detected in the alpha version together with suggested improvements that could be
integrated into new upgraded versions of the ARIES components and tools.
This set of common stages of the development will be distributed mainly in the second stage of the ARIES
project.
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3.2 Key Performance Indicators (KPI) Definition
Defining a Key Performance Indicator within the ARIES context is an important mechanism which provides a
measurable value that demonstrates how effectively a demonstrator or Pilot is reaching its key objectives.
The evaluation process will use these KPIs to evaluate the success rate of reaching specified targets through
tools, enablers and other mechanisms. In this way, KPIs help ARIES to understand how well it is performing in
relation to its strategic goals and objectives. In the broadest sense, a set of KPIs can tell how well the
scenario and the ARIES components involved are performing.
The demonstrator will evaluate the KPIs aiding to validate both functional and the ecosystem performance.
Every presented KPI will report:
 Definition - as the selected KPI literal description.


Unit (of measurement) - representing what kind of measurement it will provide.



Criteria - as the way the KPI is going to be measured or considered.



Relevance - reflecting the importance of the KPI and/or the impact it has related to the performance
of one or several of the tools, enablers or methods evaluated.

The following Table 1. Shows the technical KPIs considered in the ARIES:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:
KPI Id:

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017

KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:
KPI title:

KPI Id:

018

KPI title:

KPI Id:

019

KPI title:

KPI Id:

020

KPI title:

Number of evaluators
Number of tool crashes
Process performance time
Failed process execution ratio
Procedure (API) response time
% Successful biometric authentication
% Malfunction detection accuracy
User trust
% Correct detected interactions
% Leaked device data
% Correct detected anomalies
% of unauthorized access
Successful authentication
Minimal personal disclosure
Identity Credentials integrity
Tokens integrity
Integration of techniques for sensitive data and
credential protection
#Services using Aries Mobile Authentication
services (in-band and out-band)
Legal validation on relationship model with issuers
of derived identities
Analysis of the privacy and ethical implications of
the identity ecosystem
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KPI Id:

021

KPI title:

Time to issue mobile credentials with high level of
assurance with and without original and working
strong eIDs

Table 1- Technical KPIs for ARIES evaluation

KPI Id:

022

KPI title:

Look and feel

KPI Id:

023

KPI title:

Tools Usability

KPI Id:

024

KPI title:

API usability

Table 2- Non-technical KPIs

In order to effectively monitor the progress and the true impact of the project, the consortium has already
agreed on some KPIs. These constant KPI monitoring will allow the Exploitation Manager and the Project
Manager to modify the strategy and incorporate feedback into the project in order to be able to achieve such
KPI, as it is summarized.
It should be noticed that some of the KPIs are generic and can be applied both to the first demonstrator and
the Pilots, whereas some other will be applied only for a particular demonstrator.

3.2.1 Detailed description of the technical KPIs
KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:

Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

001
KPI title:
Number of evaluators
Number of people from the target groups that will evaluate the corresponding tool.
Number of people
The greater the number of people who evaluate the demonstrator, greater the
success of the KPI. target value
Medium relevance. It is not considered as high relevance because even if there are
not many people involved in the evaluation it can be successful if the most failures
and interesting improvements are discovered.

002
KPI title:
Number of tool crashes
Percentage of tool crashes during its usage, due to APIs malfunction coming from
issues out of ARIES development (selected platform crashes, communication links
failures, etc.
Percentage
A high percentage of application crashes results in a low performance. Failure ratios
over 10% may result in selected platform reconsideration.
High relevance. The number of application crashes has to be as lower as possible in
order to improve the degree of comfort in the use of the tool.
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KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:

Relevance:

003
KPI title:
Process performance time
Time the user takes to execute (prepare and send the request and receive the
response) the corresponding procedure.
Seconds
It will be measured from the point of view of the final user, involving all the times
collected from the user starting to introduce the corresponding process needed
info through its interface till the response of the called process is shown to the
requestor
Medium relevance. The different statistical parameters extracted from the
measurement of this KPI (average time, variance, etc.) will show how the tool
performance is among different set of users (non-geek users, developers, etc.)

KPI Id:
Definition:

004
KPI title:
Failed process execution ratio
Percentage of errors occurred during the execution of the analysed process

Unit:
Criteria:

Percentage
Failures reported due to developed processes will be here considered. A high
percentage will represent a high level of failures in the analysed process.
Percentage over 10% will require immediate corrective actions. Due to the initial
complexity of discovering processes, here a percentage over 20% will be considered
High relevance. The number of internal process crashes must be as low as possible.

Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:

005
KPI title:
Procedure (API) response time
Related to the time the procedure API takes to retrieve Ok once it’s been called.
Measures ONLY the response time of the developed procedure, called through its
corresponding API and deployed on the platform.

Unit:
Criteria:

Milliseconds.
Measures the response time due to procedure algorithms, platform iterations and
communication technologies used. These times will be collected through the logs of
the server.
High relevance. These procedure response times should drive the whole
corresponding process performance. The lower performance time, the faster the
retrieving is and the better user experience should be.

Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

006
KPI title:
% Successful biometric authentication
Measures the percentage success of biometric authentication
Percentage
Measures the number of times authentication is successful against to total number
of tempts made by the user. Target 90%
Moderate relevance. The biometric authentication should be as high as possible as
this will impact on the user experience
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KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

007
KPI title: % Malfunction detection accuracy
Percentage of success of malfunction detection accuracy
Percentage
A high percentage will represent a high level of accuracy of the enabler in real time
situation. Target value 90%
High relevance to assess the correct implementation of the enabler.

008
KPI title: User trust
User trust measures the grade of trust perceived by users in utilizing the app and
checking the type of shared information
Scale from 1 to 10
Low levels of the scale represent low levels of trust while high levels represent a
high level of trust on the experience in the use of the app.
High relevance. The perceived trust is one of the strong points of the ARIES

009
KPI title: % Correct detected interactions
Percentage of success occurred between system detected F2F relation and user
rated one
Percentage
A high percentage will represent a high level of accuracy of the enabler in real time
situation. Target value 85%
High relevance to assess the correct implementation of the enabler.

010
KPI title: % Leaked device data
Percentage of leaked device data detected by a malicious device with respect to
the authorized data collected and shared by the ARIES platform.
Percentage
A high percentage of leaked device data results in a low performance and security
level of the technology. Target value less than 10%
High relevance. A low percentage of leaked device data is indication of an effective
implementation of the enabler and the possibility that the enabler will be hard to
tamper.

011
KPI title: % Correct detected anomalies
Percentage of success occurred between system detected anomalies and user
rated one
Percentage
A high percentage will represent a high level of accuracy of the enabler in real time
situation in detecting malicious users. Target value 90%
High relevance to assess the correct implementation of the enabler.
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KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

012
KPI title: % of unauthorized access
Percentage of unauthorized access performed by a malicious user with respect to
the number of attempted ones.
Percentage
A high percentage of unauthorized access results in a low performance and security
level of the technology. Target value less than 10&
High relevance. A low/zero percentage of unauthorized access is indication of an
effective implementation of the enabler and the possibility that the enabler will be
hard to tamper.

013
KPI title: % successful authentication
Percentage of attempts to be authenticated and the times the user/device is
successfully authenticated (having the proper credentials).
Percentage
A high percentage will represent a high level of accuracy of ARIES in real time
situation. The percentage should be close to 100%
High relevance to assess the correct implementation of authentication mechanisms
in ARIES.

014
KPI title: Minimal personal disclosure
Users can be authenticated using only the minimal set of personal attributes
required by the accessed device
Boolean
Presenting a credential holding only the requested identities attributes is enough to
be authenticated.
High relevance to assess the correct implementation of the Identity Manager.

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

015
KPI title: Identity Credentials integrity
The virtual credentials cannot be forged to be used by another entity
Boolean
The IdM provides means to sign the credentials and ensure integrity
High relevance to assess the correct implementation of the Identity Manager.
Unsigned or fake identity credentials cannot be used to be authenticated.

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

016
KPI title: Tokens integrity
The ARIES tokens cannot be falsified
Boolean
ARIES provide means to sign the tokens to ensure integrity
High relevance. Unsigned or fake ARIES tokens cannot be used to gain access to a
service
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3.2.2 Detailed description of Non-technical KPIs
The aim of the non-technical questions is to discover how potential users see the ARIES eID; what they
like
or dislike about it; how they think it could be improved; and whether it engenders trust in this step in the
ARIES virtual eID ecosystem

KPI Id:

Relevance:

KPI title: Integration of techniques for sensitive data and
credential protection
Dealing with sensitive data and compliance
Yes / No / Partial
Ensuring full ethical compliance and understanding the privacy aspects are key to
the ARIES solution. Privacy by design and ethical guidelines for the project have
been made and the technological solutions should follow them
High relevance. End user trust is key and this is a vital component part

KPI Id:

018

Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:

Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:

017

KPI title: #Services using Aries Mobile Authentication
services (in-band and out-band)
Allowing different services to use ARIES system
Number of Services
Ensuring the ARIES mobile authentication service are being utilized by differing
services to maximise benefits realized by its adoption
Medium relevance. The initial test will be small during the pilot / demonstrator
phase but must have potential to grow

019

KPI title: Legal validation on relationship model with
issuers of derived identities
Legal compliance is essential to ensure all aspects of technical development are in
line with legislation
Yes / No / Partial
Legal assessment and where noncompliance is identified remedial action or nots
made to ensure technical solutions adopt when possible
High Relevance. To exploit the ARIES solution, it needs to be fully compliant with
legislation

020

KPI title: Analysis of the privacy and ethical implications of
the identity ecosystem
Privacy Impact and ethical assessment of ARIES system
Yes / No / Partial
Ensuring full ethical compliance and understanding the privacy aspects are key to
the ARIES solution. Privacy by design and ethical guidelines for the project have
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Relevance:

been made and the technological solutions should follow these
High relevance

KPI Id:

021

Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:

Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:
Unit:
Criteria:

Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:

Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI Id:
Definition:

Unit:
Criteria:
Relevance:

KPI title: Time to issue mobile credentials with high level
of assurance with and without original and
working strong eIDs
The KPI measure two dimensions time and accuracy. These need to be combined to
ensure this high level of assurance can be obtained when issuing mobile credentials
Seconds and % Accuracy
Short time with a high level of accuracy = High level of assurance over 90% required
to ensure the ARIES system is working correctly and delivering improvements for
the user.
Highly relevant

022
KPI title: Look and feel
This KPI aims to measure the look and feel perceived by the users.
Scale from 1 to 10
Low levels of the scale represent low levels of look and feel perception while high
levels represent a high level of satisfaction of the experience in the visualization of
results.
High relevance. As a key of ARIES, the user experience has to be as positive as
possible.

023
KPI title:
Tools Usability
Usability measures the grade of simplicity, adaptability and functionality perceived
by users when they perform the corresponding tests through the provided tools:
This indicator will be extracted from questionnaires distributed among the
participants, according the valuation scales provided.
Scale from 1 to 10
Low levels of the scale represent low levels of usability while high levels represent a
high level of satisfaction on the experience in the use of the tool.
High relevance. The usability is one of the strong points of the ARIES tools.

024
KPI title:
API usability
API usability measures the grade of simplicity, adaptability and functionality
perceived by users (mainly developer – geek users) when they perform the
corresponding tests through the provided APIs:
This indicator will be extracted from questionnaires distributed among the
participants, according the valuation scales provided.
Scale from 1 to 10
Low levels of the scale represent low levels of usability while high levels represent a
high level of satisfaction on the experience in the use of the tool.
High relevance. The usability is one of the strong points of the ARIES APIs.
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3.2.3 Non-evaluation KPIs - project assessment measures
This plan acknowledges that contained within the ARIES description of work there are references to what can
be seen as success criteria. Whilst this information will be gathered during the lifetime of the project and
during the pilot sessions it is felt that the main and most important KPIs have be en listed above based on
end-user feedback and requirements. These non-pilot/demonstrator success criteria such as the number of
users using the ARIES solution and the fact that ARIES is delivering new approaches for VID derivations, will
be reported on during project management reports and not pilot / demonstrator evaluations.

3.3 First demonstrator / pilot evaluation process
The first demonstrator aims to evaluate a first integration of the main processes identified in the ARIES
Scenarios. The demonstrator makes use of first implementation of the ARIES components, in order to test
them prior their whole integration and testing in the two main ARIES Pilots (e-commerce and Airport). The
first demonstrator is intended to enable an iterative software development to obtain feedback from users
before testing the two Pilots. The evaluation of the first demonstrator is expected to be conducted by both,
final users and developers involved in the ARIES consortium.
This demonstrator evaluation description has been defined according to the evaluation methodology
described in previous section 3.1.
Based on the architecture as well as the various techniques, procedures, and protocols provided by the rest
of the WPs, this section specifies the first demonstrator evaluation process, which is expected to be
conducted at month M16. This first demonstrator will facilitate attainment of the ARIES milestone MS10
“Initial evaluation and Feedback”.
The outcome of the first demonstrator and the available results will be included in deliverables D4.3 and
D4.4, that will be provided to task 2.1 for a second cycle of refinement and task 3.4 for platform integration.
The specific needs from the end-users will also be considered, and detailed and systematic evaluation
procedures will be designed, to gather feedback from the end-users. The design will also take into
consideration the capabilities of the platforms over which the demonstrator will be conducted.
The following processes and ARIES components are envisaged to be integrated and tested as part of the first
demonstrator.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Authentication and Identity Proofing based on ICAO ePassport
Authentication and Identity Proofing based on Spanish eID
Biometric enrollment and biometric authentication
Virtual Identity issuance and virtual derivation

The initial technical mechanisms and components that will be used for the integration and validated in the
first demonstrator are being described in the scope of WP3.
It should be noticed, that some of the components and functionality of the ARIES ecosystem, such as the Law
Enforcement investigations through the Secure vault, and the privacy-preserving Virtual identity proving, will
be validated later, during the Pilots evaluation. It will comply with the milestone MS11 “Second evaluation
and feedback” due in month 26.
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The following subsections describe the four main processes that are envisaged to be evaluated in the first
demonstrator.

Processes evaluated in the First
Demonstrator

Architectural Components associated to the process
Client side
(smartphone)

Authentication and Identity -ID Proofing Client
Proofing
based
on
ICAO -Breeder document verifier
ePassport
Biometric
enrollment
biometric authentication

and -Biometric enrolment client
-Biometric authn client
-Wallet

Server side
-ID Proofing Server

-Biometric enrolment
-Biometric Verifier

Virtual Identity issuance, virtual -Issuance Manager
derivation and authentication
-vID AuthN Client
-Wallet

-Virtual Identity Issuer,
-Certification Authority
-vID Verifier
-Service Provider

Authentication and Identity -ID Proofing Client
Proofing based on Spanish eID
-Breeder document verifier

-ID Proofing Server

Table 3- Demonstrator evaluated processes

3.3.1 First demonstrator description
3.3.1.1 Authentication and Identity Proofing based on ICAO ePassport
Pre-requisites:
A) A biometric ePassport, ICAO compliant
B) An ARIES-compatible smart phone with NFC and camera
C) ARIES client software capable of reading data from ePassport and of handling face
comparison
D) An internet connection
Steps :
i.
ii.

On the ID proofing app, the use shall click on the “Create Account” button on the main screen to
start the proofing procedure.
The app asks the user to present an ePassport page to read the MRZ (two lines of characters at the
bottom of the passport data page).
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Figure 3-ID proofing app (1)

iii.
iv.

The user needs to place the MRZ in the capture zone. For an easier capture, one should try to
place the red line between the two lines of characters.
After the MRZ capture, the application is waiting for the passport chip reading.

Figure 4- ID proofing app (2)
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v.

The ARIES end-user will have to position the smartphone (NFC antenna being in general on the
back) above the passport; easier way is to put the passport on the table and to put the mobile on
the passport. One should move the mobile above the passport so the screen changes from above
screenshot to following screenshot and then stop moving the mobile. This will enable to
authenticate the ePassport’s chip and then retrieve the ID and face data.

Figure 5-ID proofing app (3)

vi.
vii.

viii.

Once the chip reading is finished and confirmed, the application will ask the user to capture a
face image (face shall correspond to the same user as the one registered in the ePassport).
To have an easy face capture, one should place the mobile at his head level (no capture from
below). The smartphone should be placed so that there is the same amount of light
everywhere on the face (not one side with too much light “burned” and one side in the dark,
the same way one should try to avoid to have the forehead with too much light because of a
ceiling light and the other part in dark). Note that once the face is detected, a square will
appear on the screen and the user will be asked to turn the head slowly.
Once the capture is done, a verification is launched to verify that the captured face
corresponds to the face image read from the chip.
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Figure 6- ID proofing app (5)

ix.
x.
xi.

Once the authentication is a successfully completed, the summary screen will appear, with
all data read from the ePassport.
An optional step after this screen is to set a PIN. In that case, the user will be asked to choose
a PIN.
At the end, by clicking on the “Proceed” button, the ID proofing procedure is finalised.

3.3.1.2 Biometric enrollment and biometric authentication
1. Enrollment
Pre-requisites:
A)
B)
C)
D)

An ARIES-compatible smart phone with NFC and camera
ARIES client software capable of handling face capture
An internet connection
ID proofing procedure has been started with eID checking

Steps :
i.

ii.

In ARIES, the biometric enrollment is combined with the ID proofing procedure. The
biometric enrolment is made automatically as part of the ID proofing procedure based in the
image captured in step vi ( above) of the previous section.
In case it would be an independent procedure, so the user would simply need to follow the
same procedure as the one described in step vi of ID proofing procedure.

2. Authentication
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Pre-requisites:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

An ARIES-compatible smart phone with NFC and camera
ARIES client software capable of handling face comparison.
An internet connection
The user has already been enrolled with his face biometrics
A request for biometric authentication has been emitted (for instance by the
virtual identity authentication process) toward the biometric authentication
service

Steps :
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

The biometric app will receive a notification requesting a face -based biometric
authentication.
The ARIES end-user will open the notification and validate the request, this will start the
authentication process.
The app will ask the user to present his face in front of the camera. As for the ID proofing
process, to have an easy face capture, one should place the mobile at his head level (no
capture from below). The smartphone should be placed so that there is the same amount of
light everywhere on the face (not one side with too much light “burned” and one side in the
dark, the same way one should try to avoid having the forehead with too much light because
of a ceiling light and the other part in dark). Note that once the face is detected, a square will
appear on the screen and the user will be asked to turn the head slowly.
Once the face is captured, a biometric comparison is realized between this fresh capture and
the enrolled biometric data. If this is a success, the app will send the positive authentication
result to the original requester of the authentication.

3.3.1.3 Virtual Identity issuance and virtual ID derivation
This flow is a top-level flow for ARIES token creation. It uses aforementioned biometric enrollment and
Identity proofing and then continues with issuance of the new virtual ID. The flow is initiated on ARIES portal
web page.
Pre-requisites:
A)
B)
C)
D)

PC with internet connection and browser
An ARIES-compatible smart phone with NFC and camera and internet connection
ARIES client software capable of handling face capture
ARIES virtual ID client software

Steps :
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

vi.

Open ARIES web portal in PC browser and start virtual ID creation.
Scan QR code.
Perform Identity proofing with smart phone as described in the corresponding
paragraph.
Perform biometric enrollment with smart phone as described in the corresponding
paragraph.
If all has been finished successfully then approve creation of new virtual ID on smart
phone. The issuance itself will be performed using backend calls from the smart phone to
ARIES Virtual Identity Issuer.
Wait for process to be finished, notification will be displayed in both smart phone and
web browser.
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vii.

Take note of the new ARIES ID that will be displayed in the browser.

Authentication
The user wants to log in a service provider application. The service provider will be an eShop web page in the
eCommerce scenario. The authentication allows two modes: simple ARIES authentication and authentication
with biometric verification. This paragraph describes the biometric mode, the simple mode is the same only
the biometric authentication step is skipped.
Pre-requisites:
A) An ARIES-compatible smart phone with NFC and camera and internet
connection
B) ARIES virtual ID (Virtual Identity issuance successfully finished)
C) ARIES ID knowledge??
D) PC with internet connection and browser
E) Service provider pages up and running

Steps :
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

3.3.1.4

Open Service provider pages and click login. The user’s browser will be redirected to
ARIES IdP.
Enter ARIES ID as username into the IdP on page in PC browser.
At this point the ARIES App in smart phone should pop-up with a message there is an
authentication request pending.
Approve authentication request. The authentication will be performed automatically
with backend communication. The progress should be displayed in the PC browser.
Proceed with biometric authentication (follow corresponding paragraph with
description).
If both authentications were finished successfully then optional screen with information
sharing can be displayed.
Approve the information sharing in the PC browser. The user’s browser will be
redirected back to SP page.

Authentication and Identity Proofing based on Spanish eID

Context
In Spain the national identity document (“Documento Nacional de Identidad”) is a mandatory document with
over 50 years of history, currently with over 45 million issued to Spanish citizens in its smart card version. The
electronic version of the document (DNIe, www.dnielectronico.es) was introduced in 2006, based on Royal
Decree 1553/20054) with a contact chip including two sets of digital certificates for electronic authentication
(in a secure digital environment) and for digital signature of electronic documents respectively 5, featuring
4

http://boe.es/boe/dias/2005/12/24/pdfs/A42090-42093.pdf, later amended by Royal Decree 869/2013

5

Following International Standard “RFC 2459. Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure. Certificate and CRL
Profile”. NFC is consistent with description in “NFC Forum Type Tags - White Paper v1.0”. NXP Semiconductors.
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highly-secure physical and electronic measures to prevent identity fraud. Several eServices in eGovernment
(under the aegis of legislation like Law on Citizen’s Electronic Access to Public Services 6) and private sectors
have been introduced since7. In 2015, the third version of the DNIe was introduced, adding a dual interface
chip and allowing NFC access (it is ISO 1443-compliant) to the electronic information of this smartcard.
DNIe is used in the majority of commercial and administrative relations (only in 2013, over 367 million
administrative procedures were conducted by citizens and companies with the central government8).
Furthermore, it has been tested in cross-border services in Large Scale Pilots STORK and STORK 2.0 and is an
obvious candidate for notification by Spain under the mechanisms laid down in the eIDAS Regulation for
mutual recognition of electronic identification and authentication means.

Figure 7-Spanish Dual-Interface DNIe 3.0

This NFC interface of DNIe 3.0 has been explicitly designed to provide compatibility with the ICAO ePassport 9
and therefore allows to read public identity attributes without the need to use the PIN mechanism (needed
to authentication and digital signature), with any NFC-enabled smart device (in particular it is compatible
with Samsung Galaxy devices chosen for ARIES development and testing). Further to this, the electronic data
structure of the DNIe is equivalent as well to that of the ePassport, and therefore the DNIe can be used as a
Travel Document and be used in eGate/ABC systems at the borders in an equivalent w ay to the ePassport
(which is also relevant in the domain of Airport piloting in ARIES). Thus the Trial Description will be generally
the same as that defined in subsection 3.3.1.1 and thus we only indicate in this subsection the specific
technical aspects for DNIe 3.0, based on documentation from Spanish Ministry of Interior/National Police
Furthermore, the European “uniform format” specification for Electronic Residence Permit 10 (eRP) is being
followed too in Spain and long-term residence permits issued in Spain and other EU countries for over 20
million third-country nationals residing in Europe will contain a contactless chip, securely storing biometric
information (face and two fingerprints in common interoperable formats). Thus, the innovations produced by
6

http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2007/06/23/pdfs/A27150-27166.pdf

7

See a summary of more related legislations in pp. 31-42 of “eGovernment in Spain, February 2016, Edition 18.0”,
available at https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/ckeditor_files/files/eGovernment%20in%20Spain%20 %20February%202016%20-%2018_0_4_00.pdf
8

For enterprises, 94 % of administrative procedures were done electronically and for citizens 65 %, see p.21 of
“eGovernment
in
Spain,
February
2016,
Edition
18.0”,
available
at
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/defa ult/files/ckeditor_files/files/eGovernment%20in%20Spain%20%20February%202016%20-%2018_0_4_00.pdf
9

See “Machine Readable Travel Documents. Development of a Logical Data Structure for Optional Capacity Expansions
Technologies”. ICAO.
10

See Council Regulation (EC) No 1030/2002 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32002R1030
amended
by
Council
Regulation
(EC)
No
380/2008
http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:115:0001:0007:EN:PDF
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ARIES for this trial will allow third-country residents possessing this kind of permit to also use it at as a
breeder document towards ARIES ecosystem with no or minimal changes to the solutions (except for the
signing of information as the signing certificate is not present in the permit).
Force/Spanish
Mint
House,
available
at
11
https://www.dnielectronico.es/PortalDNIe/PRF1_Cons02.action?pag=REF_1120 .

3.3.1.5

Process testing as part of the evaluation

Figure 8- Spanish Electronic Residence Permit (with contactless chip following EU ‘Uniform Format’)

The aim of this process is to validate the ARIES-compatible wrapper by interfacing with a number of ARIES
identity services, described in D3.1 “ARIES eID Ecosystem”, in particular considering the role of DNIe 3.0 (and
potentially of the Electronic Residence Permit) as a breeder document in ARIES eID ecosystem for the
enrolment and credential derivation stage. The main interaction will rely on the ARIES Breeder document
verifier and Id proofing client (which interacts with backend identity services like Id Proofing Service). As
with the ePassport case, we will authenticate holders of DNIe 3.0 checking the validity of this credential
thanks to the authentication of its chip. Given that we can also obtain the facial image from the chip, it would
be possible to check the consistency of this biometric trait against a fresh capture of the face image of the
ARIES (enrolling) user.
For this purpose, the reading facilities of DNIe 3.0 (equivalent to access to ePassport) will be exploited, in
order to obtain (a subset) of the data which are also printed on the card itself:
 Public data (DG1) such as name, surname, date of birth, nationality, gender, date of expiry,
document number, issuer, type of document and optional data.
 Personal data (DG11) such as address, ICAO name, personal number, birth date, birth place,
phone, profession, title, custody information, etc.
 Facial image (DG7)
Handwritten signature image (DG11), could also be obtained but it is not currently used in ARIES.

11

In particular considering Android Apps reference descriptions for “DNIe Read”, “DNIe Authentication” a nd “DNIe
Signature”.
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Via a configuration process we can establish the exact attributes to be read, which should only match the
needs of data for the vID derivation process, and follow Data Minimization principle according to privacy by
design and by default approaches in ARIES.
The adaptations based on the source code provided by the Spanish authorities for ARIES (adapted DNIe
android library for NFC and DroidHTTPClient) are minimal and refer to the User Interface (as needed for
integration with ARIES Android mobile app) and to read the minimum data set for derivation of an ARIES vID.
An interesting additional feature which is supported with this reading mechanism is the reading of travel
documents of ePassport type supporting Supplemented Access Control (SAC using PACE channel) 12. The
communications between the NFC-enabled smart device and the DNIe 3.0 card will be according following
the SAC norm and also the “CWA 14890-1: Application Interface for smart cards used as Secure Signature
Creation Devices”.
Pre-requisites:
A) A DNIe 3.0 smart card issued by the Spanish administration (use of Card Access
Number printed on its front is also mandatory)
B) An ARIES-compatible smart device with NFC
C) ARIES client software capable of reading data from DNIe and of signing obtained
attributes with the digital signing certificate in the card (requires certificate is not
expired and that user remembers card PIN to access it)
Steps (it can be assumed that remote enrolment process is triggered from Enrolment Web Application but
this is a generic step common to other trials):
i.
ii.

Open the ARIES ID proofing app.
The part of the ARIES mobile app reading the DNIe 3.0 will ask the ARIES user for the Card
7.4.2 Selección de CAN
Access Number (CAN), which is printed in the front of the card. Security advantages and
disadvantages of storing this CAN number in the app for user convenience to avoid entering
Una
veznumber
seleccionada
opción(allowing
de lectura de
aplicación
nos solicita
el CAN
the
eachlatime
thedatos
userlato
also select
it from
a list(Card
and also delete them) will
Access Number) del documento. Este identificador es un número de 6 dígitos que aparece
studied.
enbe
el anverso
del documento físico del DNIe y se utiliza para establecer canal cifrado PACE
entre el documento y el dispositivo.

FigureFigura
9- CAN
number in the Spanish DNIe 3.0
8: Card Access Number (CAN) en el DNIe 3.0

iii.

12

The ARIES end-user will be asked to bring the DNIe 3.0 document close to the NFC antenna of

El canal PACE es obligatorio para poder establecer una conexión inalámbrica cifrada con
el the
documento
pero en ningún
caso
sustituye
al código
ni concede
permisos
de uso de
NFC-enabled
smart
device
(around
1 PIN
cm of
distance
is allowed).
las claves de firma y/o autenticación del ciudadano.
Es una medida adicional de seguridad que pretende evitar que alguien pueda realizar

See “Machine
Readable
Travel sin
Documents.
Supplemented
lecturas
de datos públicos
conocimiento
del ciudadano. Access Control (SAC) for Machine Readable Travel
Documents”. ICAO.
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Figure 10- Placing DNIe 3.0 at approx. 1 cm distance from smart device NFC antenna

iv.

v.

Using the CAN number, an encrypted PACE channel will be established between the document
and the NFC-enabled device. If the (entered or selected) CAN number does not match the
document the PACE channel will not be established and the ARIES user will be notified asking
to enter again the number.
Once PACE encrypted secure channel is established a secured exchange of commands and
responses will take place, allowing to read the public data from the document (Public Data in
DG1, Personal Data in DG11 and facial image in DG7, see above).
Si la operación se ha completado satisfactoriamente aparecerá una nueva pantalla con los
datos personales y la imagen facial del ciudadano.

Figura 12: Visualización de los datos públicos
Figure 11- Example of read data
from DNIe 3.0 (native UI from Spanish demo app)

vi.
vii.

Si además de obtener los datos del ciudadano quisiéramos implementar la funcionalidad de
firma con las claves sería necesario montar canal CWA 14890 para que las comunicaciones
entre DNIe y el dispositivo fuesen cifradas según esa especificación. Ver [5] CWA 14890-1:
Application Interface for smart cards used as Secure Signature Creation Devices para
más información.

f the user requesting Enrolment in ARIES eID ecosystem against a fresh captured face image
with the ARIES smart device camera.
Cuando se haya establecido ese nuevo canal seguro, el DNIeDroid nos solicitaría el PIN del
ARIES mobile
appSin proceeds
to interact
ARIESEstas
identity clients and services
documento.
él no se puede acceder
a las claves niwith
realizar other
firmas electrónicas.
funcionalidades quedan fuera del ámbito de esta aplicación.
(Biometric Enrolment, ARIES Secure Vault, Identity Issuance Manager/Service (which besides
creating and
user’s mobile wallet, also
additional information as
Descstoring in protected
DNIe v3.0
Páginastores
16 de 28
part of transaction logs in the audit trail such as the link between the breeder document and
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viii.

ARIES token and certificate information about the new vID). We don’t detail these processes
in this subsection as they are further detailed in subsequent pilots/demonstrators
definitions below.
As a final step, the wrapper can provide to the ARIES ecosystem (e.g. the biometric
enrolment client/service, identity issuance manager/service and secure wallet) the obtained
attributes and facial image signed with the digital signature certificate of the user (SHA1
with RSA is used). From the user perspective, this will involve two more dialogues: a
displaying of the attributes values to sign and the request for the user to enter his Personal
Identification Number in order to be able to load from the card the digital signature
certificate. DNIe allows user to make 3 attempts for entering this PIN, if he fails, the card will
lock and it is only possible to unlock it at a Spanish police station presenting one of the 2
fingerprints enrolled when the card was originally issued. The ARIES identity issuance service
can later easily verify the PKCS#1 digital signature.

An optional step we can consider is to perform an authentication process to check the validity of the
authentication certificates in the DNIe 3.0 card: however, this will require establi shing an SSL channel with a
service provider (e.g. ARIES Enrolment Web Application could play the role of a generic service provider). If
this is finally implemented, the process will be similar to the steps described above but as pre -requisites we
will also need the URL of the service provider app (https-enabled) and to install in the mobile a certificate
from the intermediate CA used by this service provider. From the users’ perspective, this will involve one
more dialogue: the app will request (after the CAN) that the user enters his Personal Identification Number in
order to be able to load from the card the authentication certificate. Same process of errors described above
applies in case user enters wrongly the PIN.

3.3.2 KPIs expected to be tested in the first demonstrator
From the KPIs defined in section 3.2, those with higher relevance for first demonstrator are:
KPI Id

KPI Title

002

Number of tool crashes

004

Failed process execution ratio

005

Procedure (API) response time

007

% Malfunction detection accuracy

008

User Trust

009

% Correct detected interactions

016

Tokens integrity

017

Integration of techniques for sensitive data
and credential protection

023

Tools usability

024

API usability
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Of less relevance but still to be measured:
KPI Id

KPI Title

001

Number of evaluators

003

Process performance time

019

Legal validation on relationship model with
issuers of derived identities

022

Look and feel

Additionally, the demonstrator contributes to other overall ARIES KPIs at project level from those indicated in
in section 3.2.2

3.3.3 First Demonstrator Planning
1. Prototype development: the described scenarios will test the initial beta versions of the first
demonstrator and the main components and processes involved, as described above.
Consistent with the demonstrator description, tests will also involve the ARIES proofing server (using
ePassport), biometric process, virtual identity issuance (among other ARIES components also
indicated in the description) and the selected platform users (citizens and developers). It will also
include, where appropriate, the integration with the available parts of the ARIES Security framework
defined within WP2/WP3. The Identity proofing based on DNIe as breeder document will be
evaluated after the first prototype, during the second iteration of the project development.
The initially planned time to get the first beta versions to be tested in lab is 3 months after the
mockup phase (M13+3), excluding the integrations needed, although initial assessment of the base
open source implementations has already started.
2. Lab Testing: starting on M9, different tests related to API implementation, integration and
interoperability within ARIES environment will be performed in different labs. For these purposes, an
initial ARIES platform mock-up, including some of the ARIES elements, will be developed to test tool
functionality before wrapper/client release.
3. Users Enrolment & demonstrator deployment: when the first beta versions of the Functional tools
have been properly tested at ATOS, Gemalto and Morpho premises, a first instance of the ARIES
platform will be deployed, including all functional blocks and services needed to perform the tools. In
parallel, through planned workshops during the first half of the second year of ARIES, a set of users
will be selected to participate in the different programmed tests:
o

Final users (standard user profile). It is envisioned that around 10 participants will test,
through the users’ interface provided, the functionalities and performance of the ARIES
functional tools.
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o

Developer users (geek users/developers profile). It is envisioned that around 5 participants
will directly work with the tool APIs provided, testing the feasibility of these APIs to be
integrated within other environments (their own user interfaces).

4. Demonstrator Evaluation & Feedback Collection: to be started on M12 and, in four-month duration,
the selected set of users will be provided with the user interfaces and the APIs access needed to
perform the different tests that compose this demonstrator. These tests performance will be
specified during the lab validation of the prototypes, according the way these developments are built
and focused on the KPIs to be collected. A description of the demonstrator, the steps and all info
needed to play them will be provided to participants before the demonstrator starts.
5. Corrective & Improvement Actions: as soon as the demonstrator starts, the bugs reporting will be
also opened.
According to the defined KPIs for this demonstrator, bugs and malfunctions that directly affect
execution and performance times will be the most relevant ones and will be considered as high
priority.
The feedback collection (e.g. suggestions, improvements) is expected to start providing valuable
information. During this time, the evaluation of these initial set of corrections, suggestions and
improvements will be evaluated by ARIES partners developers in order to implement as far as
possible those relevant ones, to be available for the pilots.
A diagram of the initial planning for the first demonstrator explained above is shown in the following figure:

Figure 12- Timeline for the first demonstrator
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The above figure shows the iterative approach adopted by the ARIES consortium in the first 18 months of the
project. This approach allows for a comprehensive and inclusive process where the technical developers are
influenced by both laboratory testing and user engagement. This feedback loop being vital to ensure the
usability of the final ARIES solution. This approach allows for this feedback to be acted upon by the technical
partners to ensure that subsequent developments reflect the influence of the lab results and the user
feedback. This feedback included legal and ethical aspects to ensure full compliance with these important
facets of the ARIES project.
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4

Ethics in practice during evaluation.

Ethical development of technology is at the centre of the ARIES project. This applies to all technical
development and the pilot / evaluation phase. The evaluation and demonstration activity, aligned with all
other project activity will take cognisance of the input by the projects independent ethical advisor and their
initial report in D1.1. That reports highlights the 17 ethical principles and states that an” Ethical Impact
Assessment (EIA) is to be conducted in each trial of the scenarios to ascertain from the public participants
their awareness of ethical issues and any concerns they have in using the envisaged ARIES eID.”
The understanding of good practice in data handling of eID data will be evaluated during the trials.
Participants will be asked explicitly about how they would like best practice to be communicated more
generally in order to boost public awareness of:
- Personal responsibility for sufficient and essential good data handling and management practice (eg
keeping personal data safe; and, for those who are disadvantaged (mentally or physically) how they
can do so)
- Awareness of the obligation on data handlers providing services to honour ethical principles,
especially data and purpose specification, minimisation, dignity, consent and compliance with the
law
- Methods of making information about this readily accessible and understandable
From the 17 ethical principles listed in D1.1 the following overarching ethical principles and framework for all
the pilot tests can be summarised as follows:


Pre-cautionary principle: Does no harm (physically during enrolment and use; and virtually in terms
of integrity of personal data, linkability, mission and function creep)



Trust: Citizens know they can trust the eID because (1) is consistent with law on data protection and
eprivacy; and (2) they control the release of specific parts of their identity when using the eID.



Dignity :Respect for disabilities, extra time given to enrol and use the eID (timeouts, and sharing
credentials with say a trusted physical person or bot to undertake the transaction on their behalf;
TEST - cultural differences are respected in line with legal requirements, e .g. if face must be
disclosed, then the service would be denied to someone unwilling to disclose face; if fingerprint must
be used e.g. of index but person lacks the fingerprint for whatever reason, what alternative finger(s)
may be used; or what alternative biometric marker? Is the latter enrolled at creation of eID)



Autonomy: No one may be forced to use an eID, people must be in control and have choice.



Self-determination: An alternative means to access same service must be available.



Consent: Enrolling in and using eID; (similar test to above); clarity over what happens with their data
after enrolment and use of service on an individual transaction basis. Must not be just tick box pages
of T&Cs, must be meaningful.



Equality: Equal access to service and eID (i.e. not just for rich, literate, educated etc.)
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Inclusion: Available to all, including infirm, excluded; age limits must be specified and justified.



Non-discrimination: Must not sort and categorise people or deny them access and use of service
(unless they are criminals)



Purpose minimization; Use the minimal, limited and specific purpose. No other PURPOSE (function
or mission creep) may be possible afterwards using citizens’ personal data. DATA must not be
spliced or re-sold or linked.



Justice: How easy to get NEW eID in event of loss; how easy to gain redress for failure of the eID
owing to fault in systems using it? Cost and time. Consent/right to be forgotten – are they workable
and can citizens rely on them if they use the ARIES eID to be meaningful in real-world practice?

These more qualitative assessment for ethical aspects fall outside the standard Volere framework but will be
used in addition to further enhance the evaluation and ensure it is more holistic by covering ethical aspects
within the overall nonfunctional requirements.
The ARIES eID is developed in line with respecting fully existing EU law, standards and prospe ctive
requirements under the GDPR.
By providing a technical means to do this, issues around the acquisition of informed and explicit consent,
compared to implicit consent (and the implied consent deduced from ticking T&Cs) is addressed and
overcome.
As a result, many ethical problems are addressed by the technology. They are not therefore dependent on
compliance with rafts of national legislation which may not be consistent, uniform or easily enforceable by
the user of an eID.
As part of this ethical approach Appendix A shows the consent forms to be used by participants in the testing
phases be they a member / participant in a focus group gathering information of user requirements or
barriers to eID adopting or being used to test a technical ARIES component or final solution.
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5

Conclusion

This document sets out the strategic evaluation framework and a suite of the key KPIs to be used during the
pilot / demonstration phase to allow an objective assessment of the progress made to date. It should be seen
as a companion document to the more technically focused deliverables where the system architecture and
key technical components are described in more detail. These KPIs and other more qualitative assessments
will ensure the iterative research approach uses the lessons learnt from the first pilots to inform and feed
into the more formal and final evaluation phase of the project which occurs in M25 (Task 4.5). The evaluation
framework takes account of both technical and no technical project features including legal compliance and
usability.
The key focus of this deliverable is defining the strategic evaluation methodology to be followed during the
remainder of the project. Like the technical developments the methodological framework as defined can be
dynamic and therefore its focus is primarily on the details and plan to be used in the first demonstrator
which takes place in M16 some 4 months after this deliverable is finalized.
The document helps ensure that future project activity is measured and assessed against this methodological
framework
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Appendix A

reliAble euRopean Identity EcoSystem"
ARIES INFORMATION
-for participants in the FOCUS GROUP
-for respondents to the Aries Questionnaire online
ARIES is a research project supported by the EU’s Horizon2020 research programme. The project will end in 2019. Aries
aims to find a way to reduce identity fraud for the benefit of all citizens; and to find a means to make citizens’ online
transactions convenient, accessible, reliable, dependable and trustworthy.
Aries is a project that is designed to benefit society at large as citizens do more and more things online, and the
European Digital Single Market becomes a reality.
As part of the project, ARIES seeks the views of citizens about an ARIES eidentity. The Aries eID is designed to maximize
a citizen’s privacy by disclosing the minimum of necessary information about him/her when s/he seeks to prove s/he is
who s/he claims s/he is. For example, if you need to prove your age to buy alcohol, the information that is revealed
about you, should only relate to you being above the minimum permissible age.
How easily and conveniently this eID can be used, will be tested by voluntary participants using a smart phone provided
by the ARIES project.
Views on eID use will be collected via an online questionnaire accessible to citizens across the EU.
The research will be conducted with integrity and transparency. Participants will b e asked to consent to participation.
They will be informed and briefed about the project at the outset, and given the chance to ask questions. Lines of
accountability in the project will be explained. Participants and respondents will be able to access a r eport online about
the findings of the Focus Group and questionnaire at the end of the project.
The findings of the Focus Group and questionnaire will be shared securely within the Aries project to enable the
research team to check that the Aries eID matches citizens’ expectations and addresses effectively any concern that
may be raised.
A participant or respondent is free to withdraw at any point. No data that identifies a person will be retained or shared
for additional purposes.
All information sharing and handling within the Aries team complies with EU legislation. Anonymised results will be
written up in a report which will be made available within the Aries team and to the EU research office.
Information will be used ethically. Confidentiality wi ll be maintained and individual responses anonymized. Any
information provided by a participant who withdraws from the Focus Group or part way through the questionnaire, will
be discarded before the results from the Focus Group or questionnaires are analys ed.
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"reliAble euRopean Identity EcoSystem"
CONSENT FORM
Title of project: ARIES
Name of Researcher:

Please initial and sign the form giving your consent to participating in the project.
1.

I confirm I have read and understand the ARIES information sheet dated………………………..
I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered
satisfactorily.

2.

I have been told what the purpose is of collecting and analysing information resulting from my participation,
how information and data obtained will be used, processed, shared, and disposed of before taking part.

3.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without giving any
reason, without prejudice and without my legal rights being affected.

Signed:

Date:
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"reliAble euRopean Identity EcoSystem"
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM for USE for FOCUS GROUP comprising volunteers from within the SONAE
workforce.

Title of project: ARIES

Name of Researcher:

Please initial and sign the form giving your consent to participating in the project.
1.

I confirm I have read and understand the ARIES information sheet dated……………
I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered
satisfactorily.

2.

I have been told what the purpose is of collecting and analysing information resulting from my participation,
how information and data obtained will be used, processed, shared, and disposed of before taking part.

3.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without giving any
reason, without prejudice and without my legal rights being affected.

Signed:

Date:
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